The coupled motion of the vortex lattices of two electrically insulated, superimposed, superconducting thin films Cprimary and secondary) in a perpendicular magnetic field, is predicted to exhibit a Josephson-like behavior. For a dc applied current flowing in the primary film, the voltage difference between the time-averaged primary and secondary flux flow voltages obeys the equations of a resistively shunted junction model. If an ac current is superimposed on the dc current, Shapiro-type steps are predicted in the current-voltage characteristic. In contrast to the conventional Josephson effect; the voltage positions of these steps can be tuned by the applied magnetic field.
The sensitivity to rf or microwaves of a conventional Josephson coupled junction is related to the phase coherence provided by the weak overlap of the superconducting wave function of the two superconducting electrodes forming the device. The effect of an external electromagnetic radiation, of Frequency u, on a Josephson junction is characterized by current steps in the current-voltage characteristics, I(V). The voltages V,, at which the nth step occurs, are directly proportional to the applied frequency, V,, =n(h/2e)v while the ratio v/V,=484 MHz/pV is Constant. A different type of weak coupling can be obtained between two electrically isolated, superimposed, superconducting films in a perpendicular magnetic field. This magnetic field creates vortex arrays in both films. In this configuration of the so-called "dc flux transformer," '-5 there exists a magnetic coupling between vortices confined to the two superconducting films. When a dc current of sufficient magnitude to unpin the vortices is passed through one of the films (primary P), the vortex lattice is set in motion, inducing a dc voltage along its length. If the magnetic coupling with the superimposed secondary (S) vortex lattice is strong enough, this will be dragged along by the motion of the P vortex lattice and a dc voltage appears across the S f?.lm. By measuring the dc voltage in S versus the applied dc bias current through P, it is possible to determine the degree of coupling between the vortex lattices in the two superconducting films. For low bias current, the magnetic coupling is strong and both layers show the same dc voltages corresponding to the coupled motion of vortices in the two layers [ Fig. l(a) ]. For very high bias current, the fast motion of the vortex array in the P layer becomes independent of the slow motion of the vortex array in the S layer. This regime is characterized by a Enite dc voltage generated in the P layer and a very low voltage in the S layer [ Fig. l(c) ]. Therefore, by tuning the dc bias current in the P layer it is possible to induce a continuous crossover from a fully coupled to a completely decoupled independent motion of vortices of the two layers [ Fig.  l(b) ]. The coupled motion of vortices implies the existence of a certain phase coherence for the superconducting parameter describing the condensate in the two layers. This coherence is lost when the motion of the vortices in the two layers becomes decoupled (at high dc bias current).
In this letter, we predict that a new Josephson-like effect occurs when an additional ac current is superimposed at intermediate dc bias currents. We show that this type of magnetic coupling leads to phase coherence and obeys equations analogous to the Josephson effect. If an electromagnetic wave is applied, Shapiro steps appear at voltages V,, which opens up a possibility for rf detection devices. These voltages V,, are proportional to the applied frequency, but in contrast to the conventional ac Josephson effect, the constant of proportionality v/Vi (and therefore the voltage positions V,) can be tuned by the applied perpendicular magnetic field.
When a magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to the films, quantized vortices of flux @,,=h/2e =2.07X lo-r5 Tm2 form a triangular lattice in each film with spacing a ={2$,/[(3)1nB]}1/2.
Vortices are located at xP and X, and L, and L, are, respectively, the width and the length of the IlhS.
The models"4 describing the motion of the primary and secondary vortices take into account the Lorentz force due to the applied current IP in the P layer, the pinning force for the individual flux lattices, the viscous drag force proportional to the vortex array speed dxldt, and a periodic coupling force between the two arrays. The coupling force experienced by P is equal and opposite to that felt by S.
In the general case of a current flowing in the primary (ZP) and in the secondary (Z,), the differential equations describing the coupled motion of the primary and secondary vortices are4 
For simplicity, the film critical currents and flux flow resistances are assumed to be the same, i.e., ZPC==ZsC=ZC and R,= R,= R. VP (and V,) are the measured voltages across the length L, . The tirst term on the right-hand side describes the flux flow regime when a current ZP (or I,) is driven in the P (or S) film. The second term describes the magnetic coupling by assuming for simplicity a sinusoidal coupling force.2 This force is due to a periodic matching of the two flux lattices in the S and P superconducting layers. Za is related to the maximum magnetic coupling force F, by the relation4 F,=Z,-,CDa/LX and is a function of the insulator thickness, the superconducting film thicknesses, and their temperature and magnetic field dependent penetration depths.5,6
By defming a phase difference +=(27r/a)(xp-x,) and a voltage difference 
.
Equation (5) is formally identical to the equation of the resistively shunted junction model (RSJM) of a Josephson weak link without capacitance7
V/R-i-Z,,, sin +=I,
where Z,=2Z, is the maximum Josephson current and Z the current flowing in the weak link. However, the proportionality coefficient between V and d c$ldt is different from that of a Josephson junction. Thus, the coupled motion of the vortex lattices is analogous to the behavior of a Josephson junction. For a Josephson junction, when two superconductors are weakly coupled, the phases of their order parameters are correlated. For a superconducting transformer, the motion of the vortices of the two films are correlated. Since the phase (27r/u)(x,--x,) corresponds to that of a Josephson junction and the relation V=LyB (al2r) 
This is analogous to the phase locked coupling of a Josephson weak link in the nondissipative state. For Z>2Z,, the vortex arrays in the P and S layers are weakly coupled. A partial decoupling of the two vortex lattices occurs and one lattice begins to slip relative to the other with the phase difference (27&2)(x,-x,).
The voltages VP and V, are different and a finite voltage V is induced.
In order to verify Eq. (8) we analyzed the experimental results obtained at 1.4 K by Ekin et uL3 on an Al/SiO/Al flux transformer. As shown in Fig. 2 , the square of the voltage difference V is indeed proportional to the square of the driven current in P at different applied magnetic fields. The decoupling currents I, are 1.8, 1.3, and 1 mA for, respectively, B=4, 5.9, and 7.9 G.
For the ac effect, an ac current Zti superimposed on the dc current Zac gives rise to a novel Josephson-type effect. Inserting the total current in Eq. (7) we obtain VIR+I, sin~=Zd,fZ, sin 2mvt.
In this case, and in analogy with a Josephson junction, Shapiro steps' should appear on the Z(V) characteristics [see V vs I,, plot in Fig. l(b) ]. These steps correspond to the average voltages V,, = n V, where n is an integer and Vr , the first step, is given by Eq. (6).
The equivalent frequency to voltage ratio is given by For an Al/SiO/Al flux transformer,3 the maximum voltage of the weak coupled. regime is estimated to be of the order of 0.2 mV for B=5.9X10v4 T. In order to observe several steps in the Z(V) characteristic, the frequency of the ac current should be of the order of 10 h4H.z. As in the case of the Josephson effect, an estimate of the step width is very difficult.
We should point out that an ac quantum interference effect was observed in the flux flow regime of type II superconducting films with a periodically modulated thickness of the order of a micron.g Several steps in the Z(V) characteristics of Al films appear at well-defined voltages, when the vortex motion is induced by superimposed dc and 10 MHZ rf currents in a magnetic field of a few Gauss. These steps appear as a result of the vortex lattice matching to the periodic pinning structure produced by the thickness modulation. In the flux transformer, the vortex array in the secondary film plays the role of the periodic pinning structure. The important advantage of the flux transformer is however that it offers the possibility to tune the ratio v/VI by the magnetic field which changes the pinning structure.
In summary, we have shown that a direct analogy exists between the coupling of the phase of the order parameter in a Josephson junction and the magnetic coupling of vortices in a superconducting flux transformer. A new type of ac Josephson-type effect is predicted and the position of the Shapiro steps is dependent on the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the f3.lms. This flux transformer can be used as a rf detector or a calibrated detector for small magnetic fields. A practical advantage might be that the flux transformer is easier to fabricate than a conventional Josephson junction.
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